Why do all Reading Recovery® implementations submit data annually?

Each nation offering Reading Recovery has established processes for the annual, national evaluation of their implementations, and this entails collection and analyses of data on all Reading Recovery children served, including those participating in redevelopments of Reading Recovery in Spanish (Descubriendo la Lectura or DLL) and French (Intervention preventive en lecture-écriture or IPLÉ). Procedures for the annual evaluations of DLL and IPLÉ parallel those of Reading Recovery and are not discussed separately.

In the U.S., centralized procedures are conducted by the International Data Evaluation Center (IDEC) at The Ohio State University. In Canada, the Canadian Institute of Reading Recovery (CIRR) directs this work with technical assistance as needed. In each case, procedures adhere to formal research practices and are designed to answer questions allowing evaluation of how well the national implementation is meeting its goals. What level of success is achieved by the learners struggling to acquire beginning literacy? What do the analyses reveal in terms of both (a) strengths of the implementation and (b) areas in need of attention and improvement?

Reports generated by IDEC and CIRR additionally provide local data (e.g., state/provincial data, site data, school data) to allow assessments by individual implementations. The data are examined to assure that Reading Recovery teachers are meeting the expectations of this trademark program for learners and schools and to identify any implementation issues.

Annual data collection helps ensure quality of the implementation

Very early in her replication research, Marie Clay concluded that she needed to establish strong ‘guard rails’ for Reading Recovery, and she therefore turned to trademark law. In the U.S. she granted the royalty-free trademark for Reading Recovery to The Ohio State University with the understanding that the univer-
sity would establish and maintain a center for the ongoing collection and reporting of annual data. CIRR fulfills this responsibility in Canada. The trademark is the guarantee to all participants of a quality intervention supported by research and monitored annually for effectiveness. With the collection and reporting of the annual data by all participants, the holders of the trademark confirm compliance with the trademark assurances and standards by each university training center and by all participating teachers and schools. These standards are presented in formal documents published by each nation (e.g., Standards and Guidelines of Reading Recovery in the United States; CIRR Standards and Guidelines).

The annual, national data evaluation provides an ongoing check on the implementation of Reading Recovery, and the data are examined to reveal implementation strengths and concerns. Any concerns are addressed by trainers who monitor implementation effectiveness and problem solve challenges with trainer colleagues, as well as with their respective sites’ teacher leaders, and site coordinators, as appropriate.

The system for data collection, initiated by Marie Clay, entails a methodology that allows for outcome and process evaluations (Gómez-Bellengé, 2009) and the identification of factors that are key to answering the research questions in an objective and standard way (i.e., used in a consistent way by all participants). This is the research process that is applied to establish assumptions of reliability and replicability.

**In conclusion**

Continuing Clay’s evaluation research processes ensures that Reading Recovery is maintained with fidelity to Marie Clay’s theoretical perspectives. These include her theories of research designed to evaluate an intervention as well as her theories of literacy, teaching, and learning as they pertain to both training teachers and instructing learners struggling to acquire beginning literacy. In doing so, we are continuing critically important practices that have sustained the Reading Recovery innovation in North America for nearly 38 years. Without taking this position, the royalty-free trademark for Reading Recovery cannot be used to describe the intervention. It remains the responsibility of each trainer, teacher leader, and teacher to uphold and preserve the integrity of Reading Recovery nationally and within their respective sites.
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